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What are Standards?
This booklet is all about the Aspire Standards at work. As employees and
volunteers we are the main ambassadors of Aspire’s reputation.
What we say, how we behave to others, what we look like and how we go about our
jobs builds our reputation as a growing company. Doing things badly creates a bad
reputation. Doing things well helps to build a good reputation. Having a good reputation
is crucial to building a successful business.
Everyone who works for Aspire must sign up to these standards. Understanding them,
therefore, is crucial to you doing a good job.
This booklet provides you with information about our general standards, and specific
standards in the work that we do.
All new employees, existing employees, volunteers and Directors are given training and
induction in these standards. This booklet accompanies the health and safety handbook,
and the staff/volunteers and apprentice handbook.
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About Aspire
Aspire is an award-winning social business that provides vital home
and community services run by local people for local people.
Aspire Community Works creates new opportunities through high
quality employment and training that promotes wider community
benefit and community well-being through its activities.
We are champions of social business as a solution to tackling
inequality and disadvantage.
We are proud to be a London Living Wage Employer.
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Our Business
• We work to provide a greener, cleaner community and sustainable employment.
• We provide cleaning and estate management services to housing
associations, the public and private sector and to individuals.
• We run training and development services for local people who have been
homeless or who are unemployed and suffer from disadvantage in the labour
market, giving them more opportunity to get closer and into the labour
market.
• We advise organisations on how to set up and run social enterprises that
provide employment and training opportunities for local people.
• We invest part of our surplus in the local community through community grants.
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Our Vision
A world where economic, social and environmental well-being is linked to
sustainable, accessible and flexible work activities where people are treated
with respect and dignity and where their contribution is fully recognised.

Our Mission
Our mission is to provide local people that experience disadvantage within
the labour market high quality opportunities for training, development and
sustainable employment, while promoting wider community benefit and
contributing to community well-being.

Our Standards
• We are committed to delivering better services for less.
• We respect others – we treat people as we want others to treat us
• We are friendly and approachable – when people need help they know
that they can turn to us
• We are problem-solvers – if there is an issue we will respond quickly
and appropriately
• W
 e take responsibility – each of us is responsible for doing a good job
and for continuously improving on what we do
• We are professional – we take our jobs seriously and work hard
• We are one team – we work in teams to support each other
• We have fun – we can relax and enjoy ourselves
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Better Services For Less, Better For Us
We are an organisation that exists for the benefit of our customers, our
employee and volunteers, and most importantly for the local communities
that we serve.
We aspire to high quality services that are lower in cost than many of our competitors.
We are bound together through our belief that growing our business will bring us
greater sustainability and security. In this way, we are like-minded individuals. In other
ways, we are very different, we come from a wide diversity of backgrounds, we have
different lives outside of work, and we face different challenges. Through sharing a
common vision, supporting each other as one team, this will help to make us bigger and
stronger as an organisation, and more successful too.
We have to continually push to improve our standards. We share our knowledge
and skills with others. This makes Aspire better for the community, better for the
environment and for the community and better for us.
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We Respect Others
We treat people as we want others to treat us – with respect.
Being friendly, courteous and polite to all those we encounter in our
daily working lives is crucial to our success. If we encounter rude
behaviour we never respond negatively.
Our work is important to our communities and the people we serve. It makes
a real difference to our communities. Clean and tidy estates reduce antisocial behaviour and make people feel safer and more secure where they live.
Aspire wants others to respect the work we do. It takes skills to do our jobs.
Maintaining good relationships with people, looking after our equipment and
carrying out tasks in a flexible fashion, responding to urgent job requirements
is all in a day’s work. That’s why Aspire invests in our employees – unlike
others – and pays the London Living Wage.
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We are Friendly and Approachable
When people need help they know that they can turn to us and we will listen
and respond.
Aspire employees ensure at all times they observe the highest standard of courtesy and
consideration to housing association residents, leaseholders, members of the public and
other suppliers.
Being friendly and approachable does not mean being over-familiar, but it does mean
being polite and courteous at all times, and offering help where there is a problem.
It’s also important that people know who we are, so having your identity card on you at
all times during working hours is essential.
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We are Problem Solvers
If there is an issue we will respond quickly and appropriately.
How to respond depends on things like the actual situation and your own
personality and the amount of time you have to deal with an issue, how
important it is and what are the risks attached to acting or not acting.
There may be uncertainty about what to do. Most importantly you need to
listen to what others are saying, what your own voice is saying, and what
you think Aspire as an organisation would expect of you.
Analyse the situation and make a decision. If it is something that you
or your workmates are not able to handle, contact your supervisor or
the office. If it is an emergency, act according to Aspire’s emergency
procedures.
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We take responsibility
Each of us is responsible for doing a good job and for continuously
improving on what we do. If we see others doing something wrong,
we let them know.
This means planning and preparing our work and the equipment that we
need to do it, talking with others, helping others out when needs be.
It means always placing the highest priority on health and safety, and
never doing jobs that you have not been trained for and always wearing
appropriate PPE. That means always carrying out risk assessment before
you start a task to minimise the risk of incidents happening and always
being alert to health and safety issues in everything that you do.
It also means carrying out your work to your best ability, making sure
that you know what you are doing, and asking others for advice if you are
uncertain about what to do; always leaving the site clean and tidy.
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We are professional
We take our jobs seriously and work hard. We aspire to the highest
standards and want to be as good as the best, if not better. We want to
continually improve our standards.
We carry out all our work adopting the best practice that we know. We maintain rigorous
standards of discipline, cleanliness, tidiness and safety. We place the highest priority on
health and safety. We will not endanger ourselves or others, or put property at risk. We
drive sensibly and carefully.
We do not smoke at work. We do not use language that could offend people, even if
directed at no one in particular, such as on our mobile phones. We do not do anything
that might be considered offensive by the public. We always wear our uniforms and
carry our identity cards.
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We are One team
We work in several teams on different tasks. We have distinct jobs that
support Aspire. We are part of one larger team that wants and helps Aspire
to succeed.
We help each other in difficulty. We listen to each other and respond. We are flexible in
our approach. When we are challenged by things in or out of work we know we can be
open and honest with each other.
We learn from our mistakes. We have a no blame culture and we make sure that we do
everything to ensure that we do not repeat them.
We work with residents and our clients in a collaborative approach. We are on their side.
They know that they can call on us and we will be there right time, first time.
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We have fun!
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We can relax and enjoy ourselves.
We have a sense of humour.
We have our good days and our bad.
We don’t look back, we look to the future.
The future looks good. For Aspire and for us.
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Horticulture and
Landscaping Standards
We aim for excellence in estate management services and horticultural
practice, while achieving rigorous standards of customer service, health
and safety, cleanliness and tidiness, working in close collaboration with
our clients and local residents, and adopting a problem-solving approach
so that any problems that emerge are dealt with speedily and effectively.

What we do
We work with housing associations, charities, the private sector and individual residents
carrying out a range of landscaping, design and regular maintenance of grass areas,
hedges and planted areas.

Carrying out our tasks responsibly
• Everyone is responsible for maintaining and improving Aspire standards.
• We take care of plants and shrubbery and understand the importance of knowing
and identifying plants and their specific needs throughout the seasons.
• We ensure that we have the right machinery, tools and materials to carry out
work every-day.
• We only work with tools on which we have been trained either by a proficient Aspire
employee or in other training provided externally.

Our working hours
• Our working hours are normally between 8.00am – 4.00pm in the winter months,
and between 8.00am-5.00pm in the Summer months.
• W
 e take care not to disturb residents or members of the public and never use power
tools before 9.00am.
• Whenever we use power tools we always wear ear protectors and the right PPP.
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Security and access
• A lot of the sites which we work on require keys. All of our drivers have a full set of
FB keys.
• We always ensure that we have access to our sites and if there are particular
problems we raise this with our supervisor.
• We keep our keys safe and secure, and do not lend them to anybody.
• When we are working in a locked area, we ensure that we keep the gates closed
behind us and lock the gates when we leave for however short a period, because we
know how important security is to our clients.

Beds and borders maintenance
• We seek to ensure that our borders and beds are 95% weed free.
• We aim to keep shrubs and hedges vigorous and healthy, with a natural shape
and balance.
• We prune plants at the appropriate time of the year.
• We always cut back any plants that may cause a health and safety risk or where they
encroach on residents’ properties or block windows.
• We always remove dead wood and dead plants and report back to the office where
plants have been removed with the time and location.
• We do not pull up bulbs or mow over them.

Grass-cutting and edging
• The grass cutting season is normally between the middle to the end of February up
till the middle of February.
• We ensure that we have the mower at the right cutting height.
• We remove any litter and heavy fall of leaves.
• We remove weeds.
• We cut across slopes.
• We do not mow when it has recently rained or if it is very hot.
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• When finished we wipe grass clippings and dirt off the mower and from the blades
and around the wheels.
• We mow in a different direction the next time we return.
• We never mow on tree roots or over bulbs.

Hedge trimming
• As a guide, hedge trimming normally takes place between May and November. The
width of the hedge at the top should be slightly less than at its base and should be
kept uniform.
• We keep hedges neat and tidy and encourage them to have a uniform appearance.

Recycling
• Wherever possible we promote recycling and composting.
• All suitable cuttings, trimmings and prunings are composted where possible.

Weed control
• Aspire promotes environmentally and socially progressive solutions. We prefer not to
use pesticides wherever possible, but recognise that our clients and customers may
have no viable alternative.
• We never apply pesticide in drought or where conditions are wet and windy.
• We make a record of every area that is sprayed.

Grounds improvement
• Aspire is committed to improving the urban landscape and seeks to work with its
clients to develop urban landscape improvement plans which promote biodiversity
and which maximise the benefits to the environment while minimising any negative
impact.
• We promote natural gardening and the use of wildflowers to minimise chemical
treatments and to promote low maintenance.
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Cleaning and Bulk
Removal Standards
What we do
Aspire provides office and community centre cleaning, window cleaning, deep cleaning,
chute cleaning and other specialist cleaning services to organisations and individuals.
We aim to provide excellent cleaning services that minimise our environmental impact
by making less use of chemicals.

Our standards
• Our cleaned surfaces are free of fingerprints, dust, grit, rubbish, scuff marks,
smears, smudges, spots, water or other liquid.
• Once cleaned, windows, sinks, tap, mirrors and fittings have a bright and sparking
appearance.
• Once cleaned, rooms are free from unpleasant odours.
• We always carry out safety checks prior to using any equipment.
• We take special care when working with electrical equipment.
• We make use of signage to ensure that people know that we are cleaning.
• We always keep cables behind us and never put them over our shoulders.
• We report any matters of concerns to the office.
• We always clean equipment after use.
• We store all chemicals safely.
• We observe good manual handling practices when loading and unloading our bulk
removal vans.
• We make sure that we are visible when loading and unloading.
• We always wear the correct PPE.
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Training Standards
What we do
Aspire provides innovative training in social enterprise and community enterprise
to disadvantaged members of our community who have difficulties accessing the
traditional labour market because of a range of social disadvantages including
discrimination, mental or physical health or disability issues. We aim to provide
pragmatic training which builds up the self-confidence and skills of the people that we
work with. We also encourage short-term and ad hoc volunteering from a wider range
of groups and foster better communications between those who suffer disadvantage
and those who don’t as a means of enhancing greater understanding and better policy
solutions to tackle labour disadvantage.

Our training ethos
• Everyone is treated with equal respect.
• We all learn from each other.
• Training can be fun too.
• Doing is one of the best ways of learning.

Our training standards
• We work in partnerships and teams of others to promote high quality and
innovative training.
• Everyone who is able to get onto our training has chosen to do so.
• We aim to foster and promote the co-design of training with trainees.
• We take feedback and learn from our mistakes.
• We use a range of communication methods and styles that help meet individual’s
communication needs, wishes and preferences while working to foster partnerships
between individuals who are disadvantaged.
• We build relationships based on trust and honesty and respect individual confidentiality.
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Customer, Residence and
User Service Standards

Our standards
• Respect for the individual is at the heart of everything we do.
• We act in the resident interest aiming to improve their social, environmental and
community well being.
• We use complaints as a means of improving our service.
• W
 e always listen to the residents and our clients; if there is a difference in their point
of view we try to seek resolution.
• We will never do anything we perceive is not in the resident interest.
• W
 e learn from our mistakes, take action to prevent them happening and have a no
blame culture.
• We aim to empower our users.
• W
 e have a zero tolerance approach to behaviour which falls below the Aspire
standard.
• We will not tolerate aggression, rudeness or other forms of abuse against our
employees and will not tolerate this within our team.
• Where we have differences of points of view, we share these openly, discuss and
aim to resolve these.
• We welcome new employees to our organisation; they are a sign of our strength and
our growth.
• We promote positive liaison with the residents of our clients.
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Health and Safety
Our standards
• We plan our work systematically always thinking about health and safety and
maintaining the Aspire Standard.
• W
 e take responsibility for working in a way that promotes ours and others’ health
and safety.
• We always take time to think through any safety precautions whenever we start on site.
• W
 e talk openly about any health and safety concerns and always raise these with
our supervisors.
• We take two.

Taking Two

Before starting
any job
What’s different about this
task or activity?

Check/Ask – don’t do
until you can do it safely
If anything changes –
take another 2 minutes

If in doubt,
STOP

What are the potential
hazards?

Team –
take 2

How should we plan to
complete it most effectively
between us?
What should we be doing
to protect ourselves, others
and surrounding property

We take 2 minutes
to ask ourselves
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• We always wear PPP.
• We always report back where we have found new hazards or anything of concern
while working on site.
• We immediately report back any incidents involving injury to person or damage to
property however small.
• We always take measures to control our noise levels out of concern for residents and
the general public.
• We do everything we can to ensure that we carry out our work as tidily as possible
without causing nuisance to other residents or other properties.
• We always clean up and tidy up as part of finishing our work ensuring that any mud
or debris created by our work is tidied up.
• We always put up warning signs.

Looking after ourselves
Much of our work is outside throughout the year, and we need to ensure that we take
care of ourselves and do not risk our health and safety at different points of the year.
• We apply sunscreen to exposed areas of skin.
• We are careful to avoid fatigue and heat stress.
• We take regular breaks.
• We drink plenty of water.
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Vehicles, tools and machinery
Vehicles
Aspire’s vehicles are an integral part of its various operation. It is vital that their upkeep
and maintenance is kept to the same high standards as all other equipment that we
own. Every vehicle has a designated custodian, to ensure that the particular vehicle has
the attention of at least one person. It is the duty of all Aspire employees to report any
faults to equipment that they observe. All vehicles have AA cover for breakdowns and
should have first aid kits.
• We ensure that vehicles are fully operational and clean and tidy both inside and out.
• We always check our vehicle before starting and keep a record of this.
• We report any faults or any issues that may lead to faults with the vehicle.
• If we are concerned about health and safety we do not set off.
• We clean our vehicles at least once a week, and more, if they get exceptionally dirty.
• W
 e know that vehicles are an important part of Aspire’s image and we want to give
the best possible impression that we can.
• n colder weather conditions, we ensure that our vehicles have antifreeze in the
engine, de-icer and windscreen scrapers.
• We carry out regular weekly and monthly checks.

Vehicles – what should I check before I drive off?

3
3
3

Condition of bodywork
Tyres and pressure
Cleanliness vehicle

3
3
3

Windscreen wipers Mirrors
Fluids
Lights working
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Tools and machinery
Aspire is a small organisation that is sympathetic to investing in the best equipment so
that people can do their jobs. All main pieces of equipment have a service schedule.
Crew member are responsible for looking after tools and maintaining them in the field.
• We always read the instructions or get instructions from experienced people on how
to use the equipment.
• W
 e always do a pre-site check to check what equipment is required and to carry out
risk assessment of the site.
• We always use the right equipment for the job, if we are not sure we seek advice.
• We always inspect the equipment before we use it and do a pre-start check.
• We know how to control and stop the equipment quickly.
• We always wear personal protection equipment, including eye protection, ear
defenders, long trousers, steel-capped boots and work gloves. We don’t wear loose
clothing.
• We do not operate powered equipment if we are tired, sick or taking certain
medications that could affect our performance.
• We always allow hot equipment to cool before refuelling and always refuel off the
grass.
• We always clean the equipment after use and report back any faults.
• We never leave machinery unattended or lying around when out on site.
• We never smoke at work.
• We
 are responsible for any stock, plant and equipment carried on vehicles and take
reasonable care to maintain its security.
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Pre-start checks
It is essential that pre-start checks are carried out every time you work with a new piece
of equipment. It’s common sense to do this.
• We always check for leaks.
• We check air filters.
• We check out moving parts are in order.
• We check cables and pull cords.
• We check that screws are in place.
• We check blades are sharp.

Faults with machinery
• If there are any faults with any of the equipment inform we inform our supervisor.
• W
 e report tools and equipment breakages, suspected faults, erratic performance
of machines and failure of overhead lighting or power sockets to an appointed
workshop employee member.
• We never attempt to modify or repair any equipment or apparatus unless we have
been authorised to do so.

What should I check for in a pre-start check?

3
3
3

Spark plugs
Petrol tanks
Lubricants

3
3
3

Air filters
Leaks
All moving parts in order
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Driving standards
Safe driving
Aspire aims for the highest standards of safe driving. Safe driving requires
competent drivers, but also helpful and supportive passengers that do not distract
the drivers’ attention away from the road.
Drivers must exercise extreme care when entering, parking or driving on clients’
land and at all times observe the Highway Code.
In general, where there are no traffic routes on a client’s property, vehicles should
enter at a speed no greater than a walking pace. Any difficult manoeuvres should
be guided on foot by a colleague. Reversing is to be avoided wherever possible
•	We always observe all rules, procedures or guidelines that our clients make in
relation to estates.
•	We plan our routes before we set off.
•	We know the procedures for reporting accidents.
•	We always drive within speed limits and drive appropriately according to the
weather, visibility and road conditions.
•	We never smoke in company vehicles or at work.

Low-Speed Manoeuvring/Parking
Aspire’s vehicles have limited rear vision and so great care must be taken when
manoeuvring these vehicles into gaps or areas where space is limited.
•	We take great care when driving on estates where residents, staff or members
of the general public may walk in places that we do not expect.

Parking
•	We never park in disabled or resident parking bays.
•	Where required, we always have a valid parking permit on display.
•	When parked we always need a number to call in case of an emergency.

Keys and security
Every van should have a full set of FB keys and a dropkey left in a suitable place so
that the teams can readily access areas.
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The lock-up and
office standards
Aspire’s Lock-Up
Aspire’s lock-up facility located in Barnardo Gardens, E.1 is a busy facility, as most
employees use it at some point in the working week.
•	We treat the lock up with respect for each other by keeping them as clean and
tidy as appropriate.
•	We report tools and equipment breakages, suspected faults, erratic
performance of machines and failure of overhead lighting or power sockets to
an appointed workshop employee member.
•	We never attempt to modify or repair any equipment or apparatus unless we
have been authorised to do so.
•	We only ever carry out minor repairs and routine servicing and maintenance;
major repairs are handled by the relevant suppliers.
•	We make ourselves familiar with the layout of the lock-up so that we know
where to put things and we always keep walkways clear.

The office
Aspire’s office is based at the Minerva Community Centre, E.2 Here there is also
a kitchen and computers which employees and trainees can use. The office has
an open door policy so that employees can come at any time; however there may
be occasions when meetings are being held or urgent work is being carried out. In
this case, there will be a notice on the door, and only if the matter is urgent should
the meeting be interrupted. Other welfare facilities are available at the Community
Centres and at the Housing Offices.
•	We are friendly and approachable to community groups who are using the
centres.
•	We treat the office with respect and make sure that we do not carry dirt into the
community centres out of respect for our cleaning staff.
•	We welcome trainees on Aspire Training as temporary members of Aspire.
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Communicating as a team
One team, one message
Good teams have good communications using the best method of contact at the
right time and in the right way. On a daily basis Aspire has to communicate with a
wide range of people, including our clients, our residents, our trainees, our suppliers
and members of the public. All drivers and lone workers have mobile phones with
which they can contact the office or their supervisor on a 24/7 basis. The office has
a 24/7 hour answering service on 020 7033 4433.
We need a record of every job that is completed so that we have evidence that it
has been done before we can invoice for it. If incidents, near misses or accidents
happen good communications are vital.
Aspire recognises that people have varying literacy, numeracy and IT needs and
aims to ensure that barriers of communications are removed and information is
accessible to all irrespective of:
•	We are open and honest in our communications. We aim to nip problems in the
bud, by encouraging open speaking.
•	We raise any issue that we think may impact on Aspire even if this is about a
work colleague, supervisor or manager.
•	We will not tolerate communications that undermine the right to respect of
everyone associated with Aspire.

Reporting work completed
•	We report back on all work that is completed on a regular basis.
•	We report regularly on any hazards or issues that affect our work.
•	We report back on compliments and if we have had complaints

Issues that may affect our work
•	We report any medical conditions that may affect our ability work.
•	We report any offences or convictions to our supervisor or a Director.
•	We have regular appraisals and communications about our personal
development.
•	We can make use the Open Door policy to speak about anything outside of our
work that may be worrying of concern to us.
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“Want to join our team?”
• Flexible working
• Sustainable employment

• London Living Wage
•	An organisation that cares about me

“You’re having a laugh aren’t you?”
Try us and see, call – 020 7033 4433

